Studying psychology in Australia provided a new perspective on this growing field. I love interacting with people from different cultures and finding a sense of understanding between people that identify with different groups. My UCEAP experiences have sparked interests in other related fields of work, such as social work and criminology.

—Joana Lu, UC Irvine, Australia
Go Ahead. Stay Ahead. On UCEAP, you can access unique courses typically unavailable at UC in subfields such as humanistic psychology, industrial-organizational psychology, applied psychology, and more.

Did you know? 97% of UCEAP students who plan to take courses in their major receive major credit. You too can gain the international experience and cross-cultural competency to enrich your major and succeed in an interdependent world.

Programs for Psychology Majors

This is just a sampling of programs for your major. See the UCEAP website for all your options.

Australia
La Trobe Univ.
Univ. of Wollongong

Barbados
Univ. of the West Indies

Chile
Pontifical Catholic Univ. of Chile
Univ. of Chile

England
Univ. of East Anglia
Univ. of Sussex Summer

France
Univ. of Bordeaux
Univ. of Lyon

Hong Kong
Univ. of Hong Kong

Ireland
National Univ. of Ireland, Galway
Univ. College Dublin

Israel
The Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem

Italy
Univ. of Bologna
Univ. of Padova

Netherlands
Univ. College Maastricht
Univ. College Utrecht

New Zealand
Univ. of Waikato

Scotland
Univ. of Glasgow

Singapore
National Univ. of Singapore

South Africa
Univ. of Cape Town

Spain
Complutense Univ. of Madrid
Univ. of Barcelona
Univ. of Granada

Turkey
Bilkent Univ.
Koç Univ.

I love the psychology classes at the University of Granada! Class sizes are much smaller, allowing the professors to really get to know you on a personal and academic level. I have stepped out of my comfort zone and been pushed to do so many new things—and all while speaking and understanding Spanish.

—Allison Meins, UC Santa Barbara, Spain